Arctic Methane Extinction is Revealed to be Operation EndGame.
It’s Climate Change that is Silent,but Actual WWⅢ Exterminating 5Billion People.
Why IPCC Scientists has been Silent on Arctic Methane Risk. 2017/7/11.

[１]:Nothing Image of 5 Billion People Dying in Coming Climate Hell.
Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043,,may die if nothing is done in
time,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
Coming 2043 would not be in rather slow tempo,but to abrupt collapse by Arctic methane
catastrophe.Note prediction could be changed by our will at now,Jucelino himself told.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
It is extremely unreasonable that the scientists and people admitted threat of CO2 and total
nuclear war,while ,as for Arctic Methane Extinction Risk,the both will not .Why not ??!!!.
http://www.ameg.me/
If it was total nuclear war,there would be no surviving possibility due to long years global
radio active contamination which would sweep out whole lives,while in methane extinction,
there might be least surviving probability(the aim of operation EndGame ??!!).
Why author tell those ?,Because there are many experienced facts that climate decay has
insidiously and substantially been accelerating,but would not be intercepted in policy now.
Note CO2 has been entirely going up on,but not been pulled down at any one time.
It is clearly evident that we have entirely been heading toward 5 billion extinction hell.
Thereby,at here,author must disclose your deadly stupidity .
In world wide,there may be those who know the both science and political facts,however they will
not declare. Because if not, they had already done,then there is no task for author anymore.

[２]:Operation EndGame<the eugenist elite’s final strategy to survive>.
This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head
Quater of NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace,on the contrary,to conspire eugenics world for
the few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).This might be due to NAZIS instinct.
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

See more details in Part-2:Operation End Game ?!!
http://www.777true.net/The-Broken-Paris-Accord-is-Final-Chance-to-Transit.pdf
The actual feature of American empire is inherit of NAZIS.Because it was their ancestors
who once had supported establishing NAZIS regime(Wall street and Rise of Hitler,A.Sutton).
CIA with military industry complex(the warmonger in USA)was created by operation
Paperclip.Ideology of NAZIS is entirely eugenics by white elites with strategy of perpetual
wars,and with atheism(injustice,lie,hatred against enemy).
[３]:Circumstantial Evidences the Extreme Absurdity on Climate.

<The BackGround in the Global Ruling>.
⑴Most of Climate Scientists may consciously or unconsciously be Not Free.
Now Climate scientists strongly confirmed CO2 is cause of Global Warming by 99% rate.
While they will not declare the emergency of extinction risk in Arctic Methane Burst.The
scientists are experts on climatology,though they failed to imagine 5billion people dying.
IPCC has been being manipulated by EXXON MOBIL(the Oil Emperor).Rockefeller has
been with CIA-military industry complex the reincarnated NAZIS in USA.After all,Nazi
role had been found watch dog of Capitalism Regime by the hereditary wealthiest. They
are also called the Warmonger who has been operating the false flag wars and terrors
in global in order to conserve the Regime(perpetual war making strategy by setting enemy
(Islam and Russia-China)toward world hegemony winning. Now it is told they has been
going on Operation End Game(the final survival struggle by the supremacist).
⑵Making Politician toward only Economy in the unified manner(the Globalism).
Also politician seems not able to imagine 5billion people dying. But,at least in their term,
they could imagine that they would not encounter extinction event.Annual meeting of COP
had succeeded to show national egocentrism in international carbon reduction dealing.
This is the decisive evidence that they have nothing image of 5billion people dying.
Climate Ignorance ??
In fact,climate had already devastated almost all the regions in the world,however the
number ,at least at now ,has been minor negligible for the time being.On the other hand,
a politics could be activated by 51%polling,so 49% could be ignored. For the time being,
ignoring climate problem is almost no trouble,but not ignoring become terribly trouble by
considering the truth.Because real effective climate fixing needs global regime change.
This is the most taboo terribly against the regime quo in the globalism manner.That is,being
climate ignorance is happier than having known the truth for politician and businessmen.

⑶Fatal Failure of Climate Science Society with Politician.
Climate Desperate in the Silent,but This is Terribly Wrong !!.
The principal actor is climate scientist.Now major of them(IPCC followers)has been
substantially silent ,but nothing comment on worsened climate.As was told before,they once
had become desperate due to melti and burst Arctic Methane the potential force toward
global extinction by Arctic sea water warming by insolation heat input rise,now which is
positive feedback on.That is,heat input increasing causes more ice melt,which cause more
black ocean open mouth.At that time, they considered none could stop it and were ignorant
on Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.
Following are authors guessing,but not story told by them.
The major contact of climate scientist is politician.They were consultant of climate and their
study are financed by government.Very unfortunately,they seems to have agreed with each
other to be silent on the Arctic Problem.By anyhow,for the time,nothing is trouble for both
of them.But not being silent would cause trouble.They considered and agreed that if they
decided to disclose desperate fact,nothing could be better,but could be worsened.
Then reader must remind that they had entirely failed to imagine 5billion people dying.
This could be told nothing,but their incompetent and irresponsibility.
⑷Nothing R & D in science-technology can be Without Failure.
In any research and development in science and technology,the 100% success never be
assured from the beginning.If not,none would take effort or suffer. R&D and failure are
co-body.Once businessmen found their failure,they would rapidly try to fix for not making
loss larger.While as for science society,how would they behave ?!.Business world is ruled by
money,while science world is ruled by prestige ?,which is rather trouble some when they are
to lose it(failure in science).Author has been encountering no admitting of their failure.
http://www.777true.net/Best-Ranking-in-Front-line-Physics.pdf

⑸Now massive climate desperate has been going on,however it is terribly wrong.
A climate scientist confessed author that the world had nothing accomplishment on
atmospheric carbon sink,but they have entirely been emitting to increase.The long years
debates by politician had nothing effective result.What he said is certain to cause desperate.
Atmospheric carbon sink(to recover stable climate)needs more than 80%CO2 cut which
never be done without change in global carbon energy regime at now(＝global revolution).
Also this is to cause their desperate.Note this is not science,but engineering with policy.
They are correct in science,but not correct in engineering with policy making.
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf

[４]:Operation EndGame＝Arctic Methane Extinction !.

☞ BiG CORRECTION !!!!:
This is terrible stupidity of author due to deficit of careful verification.In 777true.net,author
had been describing global extinction risk by Arctic Methane Catastrophe.The direct
cause is told due to oxygen deficit,however,at this time,author calculated and noticed almost
0.2% oxygen decreasing even by 1000GtC methane burning.Thereby,global extinction must
be corrected as almost global extinction, but with little survival possibility.
⑴Fireball Earth would be possible,however no killing by Oxygen Deficit !!.
In APPENDIX-2,by some simple scientific calculation,author shows you that Arctic Methane
Catastrophe could extinct 5billion people,however it could not be whole extinction.
The cause of mass extinction was told oxygen deficit that kill whole life,however author’s
calculation showed 0.2% oxygen decreasing even by 1000GtC burning,which could not kill
whole life on the planet.What author want you to know is that this may be kernel of operation
EndGame the final survival struggle by the eugenics elites in USA.
⑵The problem is the awful ideology of exterminating humanity

with science fact and technology toward operation EndGame.
This is the supreme life problem of 6billion people with whole animal on the planet.
：Total Nuclear War is making button on by a specified leader,while in
Climate Extinction, all the people are to make button on toward own extinction
by emitting CO2.<It is so to say a nothing repentance for co-live on this planet>
：Total Nuclear War is no survival of any life due to long year’s strong radio active
contamination which would destroy DNA mechanism of whole life,
while in Climate Extinction by Arctic Methane Catastrophe could not be
whole life extinction as was explained ⑴,This fact is to enable operation EndGame
the final survival war against humanity by the eugenics elites(especially in USA).
For long years,author has been wondering why strong warning on Arctic Methane Risk by
able activists has been being ignored by major science society,politics,and people.Also CO2
sink has substantially been being not implemented at all, even though the international long
years debates has been going on without any effective actions.These incompetency has
been being conspired by the eugenics elites(especially in USA).Now massive deceived
people emitting CO2 are unconscious cooperator of them,it is awful,but supreme stupidity of
us all.Now we had already established energy technology without carbon.

[５]:Climate is the Top Priority National Defense Problem.
Then who are Enemy and who are Ally ??!!.
In authors prospect,total nuclear war between Russia and USA would not happen.However
the warrmoger in USA would entirely endeavor in order to keep perpetual wartime regime in
regional military and terror disputes and to hide worsened climate not to be top priority
problem so long as possible.Thereby we must be careful not to be deceives by them.
By anyhow, we precedentedly need establishing global military peace.
⑴Climate(Arctic Methane)extinction is 5billion people dying,which is far from any war in the
history.By this logic,we must Climate Decaying must be considered Supreme War.Note
big threat to all nation people’s life is problem of national defense one.
Thereby unnecessary CO2 emission is to become crime against national defense !!.
⑵This is evidently also international defense problem,because climate never be fixed by a
nation,but by all the nation in the world,which require to consider nation who emit
unnecessary CO2 is enemy.Thus we need a rule to combine all the nation.
⑶It is global wartime regime declaration that could solve the problem at once !!.
It is not precedent prepared wartime regime,but precedent wartime regime declaration
that could establish rapid regime transition.In fact,wartime history did move so.
⑷Then the kernel concept is very awful,but simple as 5billion people extinction in climate
hell. Debate could be later,but action must be at first.

Climate Enemy is clearly Evident !!.
(A)action against More than 80%CO2 cut to recover stable climate
(B)action against Urgent Arctic Cooling Operation
Thereby,keeping regime with massive CO2 emission is enemy !,
Thereby, keeping silent on Arctic Methane Risk is enemy !,
Postscript:This report was made in haste,so some might be not correct and sufficient.

Related topics:
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://www.777true.net/It-is-not-politician_but-doctor_scientists_only-who-can-declare-patie
nt_climate-worsened_to-urgently-go-hospital.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Suppressing-Mechanism-on-Climate-Activating.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Imminent-Task-of-Us-All-to-Make-Global-Unite.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Broken-Paris-Accord-is-Final-Chance-to-Transit.pdf

APPENDIX-1:Introduction to Arctic Methane Extinction Risk.
Part-1:Deadly Climate Facts the Verification.
http://www.777true.net/The-Broken-Paris-Accord-is-Final-Chance-to-Transit.pdf

Urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering to Stop Methane Catastrophe.
⑴Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
IPCC scientists(who were once ignorant on Arctic Cooling Engineering at that time) are
deadly betrayers against humanity.They have been hiding Methane Extinction Risk !!!
⑵There are huge amount Methane hydrate reservoir of 1000GtC order in Arctic ocean sea
floor. Sea floor water warming due to ice surface melting is to cause methane emission to
atmosphere,which turn to cause rapid global temperature rise by the strong Green House
Effect.As the consequence,once large scale emission with high concentration would
happen,the final stage shall be fireball earth by igniting high density gas. Then global
extinction shall be caused by oxygen deficit.
Now Arctic surface ice decline had become positive feedback,ice melt causes more solar
heat input to black ocean surface,which turn to increase more heat input.Thereby nothing
salvation,but only man-made Arctic Cooling Geo-Engineering to intercept heat input the
ocean.It is intercepting summer solar heat by making clouds ,or making thicker ice
surface by spreading sea water in winter.
⑶Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can!

2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,
produced from sulfur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for modest
expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be
replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is
ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.
This is technology intercepting solar heat into Arctic sea by spreading sea water droplets by
making clouds in summer Arctic ocean..
＊Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

⑷Author once tried to estimate sea water spreading method to make thicker ice in winter
Arctic.This is very large scale engineering with higher cost,however it could be sure by its
simple principle .
People consider so called global warming is gradual process in coming decades and
the crisis would be in future.However the fact is upside down.Now many scientists fear for
huge amount of unstable MC＝methane clatter(ice,Hydra)melting in Arctic sea floor by rising
sea temperature 2~3

.The estimated amount of Arctic MC is 400～1000G ton in carbon

standard,of which 10 Etc eruption is catastrophic.MC is more 25 times potent as GHG effect
than CO2.Once they emitted to atmosphere,temperature rising accelerate that of sea to
enhance more emission of methane.It becomes FEEDBACK process to spike out
temperature rising<Clathrate Gun Mechanism>.Abrupt and irreversible Climate Change
Crisis is to attack on earth. Pale-climatology recently recognized mass extinction of pieces
by methane burps in Permian(251.4my)and Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum
(55.8my=million years ago).The final stage told to be fire hell.
APPENDIX-2:Fireball Earth would be possible,however no oxygen deficit !.
As is predicted by Jucelion,nothing climate fixing woud cause 5billion people dying in 2043,
However also he did not told it full extinction.Here is another evidence of not full extinction.
Because full Methane bursting of about 1000GtC order could devastate whole life
environment,but it is 0.2% oxygen decrease which could not extinct whole life.
Mol calculation in chemical reaction of CH4 burning.
CH4 + O2 → CO2 + 2H2O..............................methane burning chemical reaction
C=12g/mol,

O2＝32g/mol → CO2 ..............mol ratio＝1:1 in the chemical reaction

Total O2 mass= 5.3×10^18×6.4/(6.4+22.4+0.0154)

1.18×10^18 kg＝3.69x10^19mol.

*total mass of air=5.3×10^18 kg,(mass ratio of 6.4=O2,22.4=N2,others＝0.0154)
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091123123611AAlyqMj
1000GtC Methane Clathrate＝1000x10^9x10^6g＝8.33x10^16mol.
8.33x10^16mol/3.69x10^19mol＝0.0023.
Fireball earth with 1000GtC methane burning causes 0.2% oxygen decreasing,which could
not be dying cause by oxygen deficit.But it may be possible to devastate life environment.
⑵How much temperature rise by how much methane eruption ?!
Following are “short time prediction” for global temperature rise.As temperature goes rise,
also cooling radiation is to rise toward decrease the trend.

GtC

Radiative Forcing

10

1.45W/m^2

Global Temperature Rise/y

1.6

0.025 /y(the current trend)

50GtC

3.80

0.06 /y(this is told catastrophic !!)

1000
GtC

19.75

0.3 /y → the final change is very about 6℃ up

1000GtC/earth surface(5.1x108Km2)＝2Kg/m2.

1000GtC burning may make image of enough heat for causing fireball earth.
*GtC is weight for Carbon atom only.
⑶0.1C Temperature Rise could Cause Climate Wild.
Don’t ignore substantial 0.1C Temperature Rise,but dont care for temporal fluctuation.
http://www.777true.net/0.1C-Temperature-Rise-could-cause-Climate-Wild.pdf
⑷In few decades,Arctic Ocean Temperature would rise 2～3

or more.

http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf
Average depth of Arctic ocean is not deep,but 800m.So once positive feedback of ice
surface decreasing went on,sea floor water temperature would rise toward melting massive
methane clathrate in few decades.Someone predict 6～7

rise in Arctic Ocean.Thereby,

full melting of methane reservoir would be highly possible.
⑸Paleo-climatology evidences of mass extinction facts by Methane Catastrophe.
Recent Paleo-climatology enables observation on detailed Paleocene environments by
fine chemical analysis on soil and air captured ice in that era.As the consequence,following
remarkable facts had become evident(clathrate gun mechanism).
⒜Permian mass extinction by Methane Catastrophe(251.4my).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian%E2%80%93Triassic_extinction_event
http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/prehistoric-world/permian-extinction/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDbz2dpebhQ
⒝PETM mass extinction by Methane Catastrophe(55.8my=million years ago)..
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleocene%E2%80%93Eocene_Thermal_Maximum
http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2009/08/petm-weirdness/
Thus mass extinction by Methane catastrophe is real in the past record,and would be real
also in coming climate hell world in case of nothing effective fixing operation.

